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samp* s ize to different strata in multivariate surveys. First , 
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The integer solution i s then obtain by applying the branch and 
bound procedure. 
The above allocation problem. When cost i s fixed, i s 
formulated as a convex programming problem with multiple 
objectives in chapter three. The BT3BP method used for solving 
the linear progressing problem with su l t ip le objectives i s 
generalised to solve the above problem. 
In chapter four, we formulate the probleai of cutting the 
sheets of varying sixes into the pieces of specif ied s izes 
( * ) 
as «n Integer linear progressing problem and describe a 
pracedare which ntffea* aee of «Js» aetatieaa of aee* Xnapsadk 
probleae. The problem of catting the sbeeta *±th anoertaln 
flaaiBTii%i far tha pieoaa of varleen also* hee been forettleted 
and sblvd i n chapter ££<*• as a two fttaen progr—ing problem 
wader uncertainty. 
Xn tha laat chaptar *e discuss tha integer quadratic 
programming problem* Ma apply tha branch and bound eetdiod by 
using tha Dekin's approach for branching. Tha oraatad subprobleasf 
ara aalvad by Wolfa procedure for quadratic programs. Tha 
numerical examples are also given to i l lus trate tha solution 
procedures . 
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1 .1 . BTPB<KR OPTIMIZATIOH 
Aft integer optimisation problem i s a decision problem 
(with an objective to DO maximised or minimised) 1A which, 
the decision variables oast take discrete values, an integer 
problem may be constrained or un-constrained ; the objective 
function may be linear or non-linear* an integer problem i s 
c lass i f i ed as linear i f , by relaxing the integer restr ict ion 
on the variables, the resulting functions are s t r i c t ly l inear. 
Otherwise,, i t i s c lass i f ied as non-linear integer programming 
problem. Many practical optimisation problems i n non-negative 
integers , e .g . number of automobiles to be produced, number 
of men required to do a job etc,though at f i r s t sight, do not 
seem to f a l l under th is category, can conveniently be formulated 
as integer programming problems. 
1 .2 . iua5flouti(UL sm&ifXA* or ZMSBOER PROOBAMMIMO 
PROffiBM 
Integer pregrsmming i s a branch of matlismotlnsl programming. 
A general smthematlesl pregrsmming problem can be stated as 
maximise or mini ml so , Z • f(x) . . . (1) 
subject t s , ^ ( x ) \ i \ b 1 # W , . . . ^ , . . ( 2 ) 
( 2 ) 
where x i s a column veotor with components x^ 9 . . . , x^, 
f l i a real ralued function, oallod the objective function, 
defined over the constraint set given by (2). In (2) one 
and only one of tho eigne J , * , > holds for each constraint, 
but the alga say Tory from on* constraint to another. Usually 
some or a l l of the variables are required to satisfy the 
non-negativity restrictions : 
x > o . . . . (3) 
In an integer linear programming problem (IIP) the 
objective function Is 
f<5) - £ o. x4 ... (4) 
and the constraint set Is given by 
8»«1 x | 2 ajj x* * \$ lf»lf..,n,Xj>o integers y* l , . . . t nj 
• . . (5) 
If a l l the oeasonents Xj, J«i f . . ,#«# of x are reetrioted 
to Integer valnos , the problaa Is oallod a fwro Integer 
yroblen. If sons, bat sot all* of the varlablos aro requirod 
to bo integer , wo havo a ninod lntogor linear sToaTanodgLP^. 
Integer (or nlzod integer) pre grans in wfcloa the integer 
( 3 ) 
variables are constrained to ta o or 1 are called 
Interesting to note that every Integer program in which 
the integer variables are bounded above can »t written as 
sere**** integer problem. Tor if x* ^  d. (a-Hren integer), 
then replaee x. by £ u ^ , where the By** ere o-l 
variables, and omit the x* < d. constraint. 
1.3. MBSEDDS TOR 30LTIHO OSEERiL »IBGER PROGRAMS 
In Dantaig (1951), it is ehown that an integer linear 
program in which the coefficient matrix ((a^j)) haa a unl~ 
modular property may be solved ae a linear program. However, 
moat integer programs will not hare this property and the 
simplex method will generally not solve the integer programs. 
She principal solution techniques for soiling the integer 
problems are categorised into two bread types (1) the cutting 
plans techniques (2) search methods. 
She cutting plasm methods are developed primarily for 
the integer linear programs. She method proposed by Bantsig, 
Pulkmreen and Johnson (1954) is motivated by 1ns fact that 
the simplex solution to linear prmgram must secure at an 
extreme point. She idea then is to asm speeially developed 
( 4) 
constraints (cuts) that are veliatsd by ttoe current BOA* 
integer solution but M I V by any feasible integer point, 
the sueessslve introduction of such outs produce a solution 
space with i t s optimum extreme point properly satisfying 
the integrality conditions. Qui f irst eutting plans method 
was AoTeloped in 1958 oy Cbnery applicable to pure integer 
problems, men, Bsal (1958) and Qonory (I960) developed the 
prooednre for nixed integer linear problems. In 1960 Oemery 
obtained a new method for the pare integer problem which 
requires only addition and subtraction in computation called 
as a l l integer integer nethod. Sao aboTe cutting plan methods 
differ nainly in the way the cat i s constructed. She other 
types of cuts for solving both pure and mixed integer programs 
are introduced by (Rover (1965), named as Bound-Baoalation 
Outs and by Young (1971)» Bales (1971) and Glover (1975) » 
named as • intersection " or •• convexity M outs. 
She above methods during the successive steps me into in 
linear programs which are dual feasible
 # QLover (1968) and 
Young (1968) developed cutting plane method* that preserve 
primal feasible a l l integer tableaux, fne eutting plans idem 
i s aloo used by witsgaU (1960» for solving tne integer 
problems in which tno constraints are parabulia, fens* ant 
Oeitt l i (1965) use 1fee nutting plane idea for solving the 
quadratic integer programs. 9 M prooednre fur mixed integer 
quadratic programs i s developed by introducing tne Qsmery 
( 5 ) 
type outs by Agarwal (1974). 
She search methods are Motivated by the fact that the 
Integer eolation space can be regarded as consisting of a 
finite Bomber of points. She search Methods are designed 
to enumerate implicitly or explicitly all suoh points. An 
exhanstiye enumeration is difficult because the number of 
points In the integer solution spaoe is generally Tory large. 
The search methods develop the techniques to enumerate only 
a (small) portion of all the oondidate solutions while 
discarding the remaining points as non promising. Search 
methods primarily include branch and bound techniques and 
implicit enumeration techniques. The second type may actually 
be considered as a special case of the branch and bound 
methods and is generally used for zero-one problems. 
Land and Eoig (I960) are the first to propose an 
enumeratlre procedure fear KLP. Shis method was specialised 
for the travelling salesman problem by Little, Murty,Sweeney 
and larel (1963). 9ugr named their epeelallsed procedure as 
branch and bound method. 
In the branch and bound procedure first one selves 
a continuous problem defined by relaxing the integer 
restrictions en the variables. If the optimal eentlnaaus 
solution is all Integer, then it is also optimum far tee 
( 6 ) 
integer problem. Otherwise the following two operation* are 
implemented successively. We assume that we are dealing 
with a maximisation problem. 
(1) branching : {Ehe continuous eolation space ia partitioned 
into eubspaoes, whioh are alee continuous, fixe purpose of 
partitioning i e te eliminate parts of the oontinaons apaoea 
that are net feasible for the Integer problem. She partitioning 
should, however, he such that the col lect ion of the partitioned 
subspaoes includes every feasible integer point of the original 
problem. 
(2) Bounding * Xhe optimal objective value for each aubproblem 
created by branching,sets an upper hound en the objective value 
associated with any of i t s integer feasible values, fhis bound 
ia needed far ranking the optimal solutions of the subsets and 
hence locating the optimum integer eolation, 
when the eolation of a sabproblem I s integer
 v the 
corresponding node i s net Branched $ otherwise, further 
branching i s necessary. 5hs optima* integer solution i e found 
when the eubpreblem having the largaet aspar bannd amongst e l l 
subpreeleas yields an integer solution* 
the original land and S»ig algorithm adjoin* the equality 
constraint far creating the subpreblems, fhis baa a drawback 
( 7) 
that a larg nnnber of branches n j originate firon that BOM 
soda and thia nunber normally M A not bo predicted l a advance. 
Am improved branching rale which creates exactly two branches 
from each e l ig ib le mode was given by Dakin (1965). I f at a 
node the optimal eontlnuou* solution baa m^  » t , where t la 
s e t Integral, the* tine f i r s t soda la created by Introducing 
the Inequality Xy. < [ t ] and the second i e created by introducing 
i . > [tj + 1 , where [t] Is the largest Integer l e e s than or 
equal to t . m i s i e l a contrast to the rule of creating nodes 
In Land and S»lg*s nethod by sotting x k - [ t ] and x k * [t] +3. 
and then defining other nodes to the l e f t or right of these. 
WO have msed the Land and Doig's approach i n chapter two 
for solTing a oonrex programming problem which arises In 
multiTariate s trat i f ied sampling* m i s approaoh i s used as i t 
i s convenient to solve a subpreblem with the equality constraints. 
3ho Dakin's approach I s used In chapter s ix for solving a 
quadratic integer progressing problea. 
me f i r s t work i n the area of imal le l t esmmeratlon has 
boon reported Vy la las (1965) f i r solving tfce sore• one integer 
pregrssjs. me teens**** i s reffmred t s as the adeitlwm algorithm. 
9 0 s work was elaborated an by wUver (19*5), by lntroduolng 
the ass of surrogate eonstralnts » whose work was the baals 
for other developments by Gooffrlon (19*7»a#) and sa les (1967). 
( 8 ) 
the M a a add!tire algorithm la generalised to aolvo the 
sere-one quadratic Integer program ay Olnaemrg and 
Tan Peeterosin (1969). 
jaonff ettoer approaches for integer programming la a 
method far aero-eme Integer programming pre alamo given ay 
Klrby, IoT» and Sawrup (1972). SEhey convert the aero-oat 
integer problem Into an equivalent non linear programming 
problem whose objeotive function la convex quadratio and tho 
oonetraints are l inear. 
In 1965 OemoBy showed that any integer program can bo 
represented, by releasing the non-negativity constraint on 
oertain variables, aa a minimisation problem defined on a 
group. I f t h i s group problem la solved and i t s solution yie lds 
non-negatire raluoa for the variables of the original problem 
then tho Integer program la solved. Later I t was shown by 
Oomory (1969) that tho group problem can be treated aa a 
integer program with one eenatoalmt. Algorithm designed to 
aolvo the Integer progrmaaitag formulation are of tho dynamic 
programing type. Ime crams thoerlt le approach hae boom atudled 
further ay l a t e r (1968)
 f Slever (1969)* amepire (1968,1968 ) , 
Oorxy and Shapiro (1971). 
4 detailed eurrey of aearoh mothede la glvom »y 
BwllmiKl (1965), Lawler and Wood (1966) and Salkin (1973). 
( 9 ) 
1 .4 . METHODS TOR SPECIAL IfflEGER PROGRAMLUHG PROBLEMS 
A prtblen of finding, from among a f in i te set of a l t er -
nat ires , one that optimises the ralue of an objectire function 
i e called a combinatorial optimisation problem. A large number 
ef real lifw problem* anon aa sequencing, renting and scheduling 
probelma are the combinatorial optimisation problems. One cam 
always derise a nontririal integer programming representation 
of a combinatorial optimisation problem, frequently such integer 
programming problems are rery large i n else and the integer 
programming formulation i e of l i t t l e computational interest . 
An adrantage la taken of the apodal structures of sues, problems 
for doToloping the speoial purpose algorithms for thorn. 
An Important olass of problems which can be formulated 
as integer programming problem are the problems of optimally 
allocating the resources to f u l f i l l the requirements, lor 
example, i n the c lass ical transportation problem the unlmodular 
property of the coefficient matrix %m exploited to develop* the 
solution procedure (Dantalg (1951) ) .B.Ihinwnla (1974) nan 
dereloped the homrlatlo approach** for tne mar the use location 
problem which la also an HUP with specialised a true tare. 
In chapter two wo treat tne problam of ellmsatlmg « * sample 
number to different strata i n multlTarlat* avrrayo (fekan and 
Xnan (1967)). J l r s t wo dcrelepe a preoeanre for obtaining a 
non-integers! eolation, lbs Integer oolutlon la tnmn 
obtained by applying the branch and bound 
( 10 ) 
method (Ihan and Bar! (1977) ) . 9 M structure of the problem 
suggests to use the Lend and Belg*s vol* for branching. 
Shit aboYO allocation problem, when oost i s f ixed, i s 
formulated as a coursx programming problem with multiple 
objlros lm ohaptor throe. Sao Yarious approaches for the 
non-Uasar programming problems with multiple objeotires 
are dlseussed i n the Roy (1971). we generalise the StBP 
method of Ben&yeun et a l (1971) giroa far linear objective 
funotions to oar problem, a heuristio approach i s used for 
finding the integer solution. 
A largo variety of integer programming formulations hare 
a single constraint, e . g . , capital budgeting (Lorie and 
Savage (195$) )» Weingartner (1963)* cutting stock problem 
(Gilmere and Ooaory (1961,1963,1965,1966)) and the capital 
inreBtment problem as ozplainod by H«n—tami (1961), Such 
problems are c la s s i f i ed as a Knapsack problem. Bxe solution 
procedures are the dynamlo fvaavsaatag techniques (Baatlslg 
(1997)) aaa onnmoratlTO tsomnlsmss (felessr (1967), Qreenberg 
and Hagarieh (1970)). Shs uiaiSJwji*—1 resulta with rnapssok 
algorithms are l a Qilaere and fbjswrj (19*3) am* Islesar (1967). 
l a ehaptor four we formalato the ptrsalam a t eattiag tao sheets 
• f rarylag s l sos late Ha pleas* of sseoif lsd s l sos as aa 
Integer llaoar programming problfta sad describe a sroeedare 
( 1 1 ) 
which MkM use of the solution of seme Knapsack problems. 
In til* abore problem of cutting the sheets, the demands 
for the pieces of various s l se s may not be fixed ; out a 
discrete probability distribution soy bo available, Ibis 
has boom diecusBed l a chapter fiTe. mo problem has boon 
Siren the formulation of a too stage programming problem 
wider unoertaia: ty Madansky (19*2). 4 solution procedure i s 
presented by exploiting the special structure of ttoe problem 
i n which there i s no Aptimisation problem l a the second stage 
as the first stage rariables and the values of the random 
elements uniquely determine the second stage rariables. 
In chapter s ix wo discuss the integer quadratic 
programming problem, to apply the branch and bound method 
by using the Bakings approach for branching. Zhe created 
subproblems are the linear programs whose tableau* differ 
s l i ght ly from the tablffcux of the i n i t i a l continuous problem. 
She nmmerical examples ere also supleaented with tee 
solution procedures. She referenooo are giTen lafje end of 
the thes i s . 
CHAPTERS 
IMKQBR SOLUTIOI SO 2HB PROBLEM Of 
OPTIlflW ALLOCATION I * 
HOLHYARIATB 3DRVET 
2.1. iiwoiwcnoH 
In stratif ied random sampling with nalt iple characters 
one usually a l l l eeates the B a i l i n g unit* to different strata 
so as to attain the desired precisions for a l l characters 
with minimum coat. & l s problem reduces to (Xekan and Khan(l9»?)) 
ths following convex separable programming problem : 
Minimise f(X) - Z (Oj/X^, G± > • ( M , . . . , * ) . . . ( 1 ) 
under the restrict ions 
J* 
J , *ij h S *J » * * *»•••• » ...(2) 
X^ ( i « ! # . . . » 1) integers. . . . ( 4 ) 
Sach type of problems alee arise i n the sllmeatiftm of warekease 
• t a l i s to minimise Inventory preomreaent oests7 see, and aarmal 
(1966). we are Interested i n situations mmere p i s a i t large. 
( 13 ) 
4 one constraint preblen Is of particular interest. 
9 M method of Bolutlon consists 1A f irst solvlag the 
problem (X) to (3) by the use of the Lagrange multipliers. 
Jhe eenrergenee of the procedure for identifying the optimal 
(non-integral) point i s proved, Jor obtaining an integer 
solution lbs branch sad bound method i s applied* at eaoh 
branching we are led to do tririal computations. finally a 
numerical example i s given for illnstrajtt.Bg the procedure. 
2.2. OUU-UIKS 07 A EROCBBIEUS FOR HDB-XXZStSUS SOLtmOI 
Lot S be a subset of indices ! , . . . , p. l e t X(s) be His 
sot of points which. minimise ?(I) under 1fce constraints 
Jx*« Xi- V 3 U ' — (5> 
Sines (1) i s strictly soars* when J^ > e , i - 1 , . . . , L , the 
point 1(3) i s uniquely determined i n the interior of the positive 
quadrant provided that the equations in (5) ere not inconsistent. 
Let us denote the final solution of (1) to (3) sy X. If 
the oonrex set defined by the constraint* in <£) and by JL > e 
for a l l i i s not emptr* then f i s uniquely diomninsi due to 
the str ict eoarexity of (1) in thin oonrex region, 1% in eloar 
that the stntwsi of (1) without eenstralnte in vftwettrntet. So 
( 14 ) 
I should satisfy seas of tens constraints In (2) as •qualities. 
Further, the function f(X) booaaes infinite ahen any of too 
J^ i s saro. Sms we have to look far I in the positire quadrant 
aaong the optimal solutions at the problems * 
ajnlalse f(Z) 
. . . <* ) 
subjects to 1lte constraints in (5) 
far a l l possible combinations of S. 
T^ fiahn-fcieker theorem two distinct solutions of (6) for 
SOBS S, say 3(k)» where the suffix (k) moans that there are 
k indices in S/^w are 
°i 
^ • • / — — , 4»1,..#>X, . . . ( 7 ) 
*e* ( k ) 
where 5^  are 1fee Lagrange multipliers obtainod by sslflag 
"•"• ' * • " • * • * ( k ) . . . ( 8 ) 
If 
*«»<*> h "SM 
• ^ has a single syperala&e, say tfaa Jtk, Una 
( 15 ) 
substituting from (8) into (7) we obtain 
V 8 i «u 
. 1 - 1 1. ... (9) 
*i* i*K\* 
It «£j aad b« are also positire, which is the ease in 
sample allocation problems, we got 
X^ • •"•» "' » ! • !»•«•? I». ••• (10) 
If S has more than one hyperplanes, X. i a <8) are evaluated by 
aolring this systea by any gradient method, (jLo^w^fc O ^ j , 
the following theorem explains the steps in the procedure 
for Identifying the optimal subset $ of the indices ( l , . . . , p ) 
for which X(S) » X. m& proof will need the assumption that 
there are m reduntant constraints, that i s , for a l l sots S 
whieh are eneeuxtered in 1fce prooedwe, Ve have X(S> ff x(S - i t!r) 
fox a l l t C S. 
thesresi : l e t I - K«) . for aU smbssres * c$
 t x( i) wiU 
Tlolate at Uast one of the eeastralftts in i • f
 # ( this 
that in the xersaelation sf optimal S
 t we should add to 3 only 
( 16 ) 
thooe sonstralnte «ni«n are not aatlefled lay X(S) ) . 
farther tt I(S) violates no constraint than X(S) » X 
i t and only 1* X(S - \ t \ ) .violated the t-th (emitted) 
eonstrainta far eaea t e S« 
« /^_ s^* 
t 3na Kuhn-Tuekar eonditlona for x(s) » X aro 
. — — _ — . • s V,(S) •*- > a, i - 1 , . . . ,L , (a) 
XjCs) > o, 3 e a , (») 
It L 
2 ^ 3 ^ ( 3 ) « bj for JCS, £ a^J^OXo^ far # S,(o) 
E X.(S)|- , • 1^ X,(S)a1l»a>Xi<S)2», 
* * ^ I {tew* ^s^ "«r ^ ^ 
Xt la naeaaaarjr far a eeandod eolation that in 11(d) as teara 
Xi(S) > a . i • 1 , . . . , *• OanaaanantJgr il<d) inoliee that the 
inequalities in 11(a) should be raalaead ay eqnalities. fig* 
Ikhn-looker oonditiena fax X(S) are 
( 17 ) 
°i 
•2* X A«(S) a j^ > o, i - l , . . . , ! , (a) 
^ *
 l}
 3^(S) ff • , * C S, <D) 
s a^ ^ (»>» i y j t s , (o) 
• • • 
* W" — ~ • x ^(8)^,^(8) i *, 
^ {*<** J 
ipl, . . . , i (d) 
Since 0± > © » for a l l i , i t follows from (7) that 1m 
12(d) wo Bhomld hare X^S) > o , i - I , . . . , L and consequently 
the inequalit ies In 12(a) art also replaced fcy equal ! t loo . 
Subtracting 12(a) from 11(a) , with e q u a l i t i e s , wo obtain 
C . I JX,(S)-X1(8)l »,, 
IU«fl]n>c * • * B U M V {%<«> - %(•)} ai* —aln «i«r 1 
w» art 
( 18 ) 
£ Q , , i. - • • • . , i. n • •••,. , i .. * Z„ -? X t ( S ) \ 
•las* 
1 
A ««lxl<s>-xl<5>] 
2 «„ V H ^ * * , e S-«. 
She le f t hand expression la (13) ie pesitiTe slaee 0 l f 
J^(8) mad \(S) are a l l positive for 1 » 1 , . . . , X and 
I(S) •* X(S). 3fce Xj(S) on the r lg i t are positive which means 
L 
that at least one of the factors £ a^ X*(S) -b . must he 
L 
positive also, 3s E e^j X (^S) > h* for at least ens of 
j e S - 3 , i . e . , X(S) violates at least one of the constraints 
In S - S. 
me i f part ef 1fc* rest of the theeresi fellowe froa the 
above hy eenslderln* t • 8 - S. 9i prere the ealy i f part we 
note again that the laha-fticker conditions fer X(s) (far which 
•vidcntlj ^<S) > e , i * 1 , . . . , £) redmoe t s 
( 19 ) 
* , Jt , •••» » s X-CS) m** • • , i • 1 , . . . , L , 
, . , ( ! • ) 
and those far X(S-t) ( I ^ S - t ) > • ) reduce te 
°i 
• £ Xj(S-t) a ^ -©, * • ! , . . . , L , (x^t^2 *"+ 
. . . ( 1 5 ) 
L 
£ 
1-1 £ a ^ ^i**-*) "
 b4 ftr 3 e 2>-t 
L 
We have to pa-ore that I f £ a ^ X^S-t) > b t ( i . e . It X(S-t) 
v io lates the t - th constraint) for a l l t e a , then &*(8) > • 
for a l l j « S. (Since i f X ( S ) > e for J e S , then the conditio** 
( U ) together with the f a s t that so oonetraint i s riolatad ey 
I ( S ) , fceoene the Xahn-ttieJDer eenaitUne f v i ) 
Sattract frea f i r s t eeaatieas e f (14) the f i r s t equations 
• f (15) far any t« MnltipUrin* the resul t ar - ( ^ ( S - t ) - ! ^ ) ] 
and suwaing over i we *et 
( 20 ) 
1 \hw * V*"*^{h(s) • hi&m%)\ 
2 Q ——nil • • « » — — — — ^ « i n n i « n 
Irt. * 
She l e f t hand expression i s po s i t i r e since 3^ , l^(S) and 
I ± ( S - t ) are a l l pos i t ive and X(s) j * X(S-t) . She expression i n 
the brackets on the r i g h t l a also pos i t ive , fienee X^(S) > a . 
Thus ^ ( S ) > o for a l l t 6 S, 
Bow we give an algorithm using the above theorem far 
finding a solut ion to the problem (1) - (3 ) . 
2 . 3 . ALGORITHM 
We start with a positive solution outside the feasible 
region. A suitable point which la violated ay each conetaint 
la 
» | 
rf. Max - ~ -
 t 1- ! * . . . , i. •••(16) 
* Ha 
'* -a 
Oawpttta the diffarenooa ( »4 - I a ^ IJ ) for a l l $. Let ue 
arrange In orae* the Indieea J x , J f f . . . t Jp eoeh that 
( 21 ) 
Phase I : Had X^> oy using (10) suocessirely for 
J « U, 32»... • Sast each point for optimalitgr.(Jrom the 
last part of tho theorem a point 1A this phase Is optimal if 
It Violator no constraints.) 
tot I Z bo tho sot of constraints Tiolatod oy X. Bono to 
ay ^ y , r l R ^ say , tho lndloos fox which > Z (»Y£\) ¥ •• 
Bote that 3/^ v Is a sot of lndloos and S^ denotoo tho sequence 
of tho same sot of indices. 
aasji : n * x( ^  • . ) * »i»« (7) «- (8) *r 
S/^ v^ ) for all r C R,. Seat oaoh such point for 
optimal!ty. ( a point Z ( S ^ + s ) Is optimal If » Ks^s+s)-* 
and 
^l) " •• > 
Sis other phases are similar to the second. Suppose wo 
haro not found the sot 3 upto tho phase K-l. Boasts hy 
*(fc-l) • r * **-! •«Jr t the sot of those m-1 lndloos far which 
T K S ^ j ^ ^ ) f* • . Hits that * ^ M } la a sot whoso elements 
are th« sots of k»l lndloos and 8 ^ oarrompands to the 
sequence of points of tho sot * 5 t o ^ \ . 
>fcass Z : Had X (-(1B.X) • • > * * » • t » XCaf
 k t a l ) ) 
( 22 ) 
for all r € \JI. *ost each such point for eptimality. 
(A point XCa^^.^) i» optimal If ^ X ^ ^ * s) « + and 
^
X(i(k-1) * •• > 
Xt 1 lias exactly x imdlees, the solution wi l l be found 
In phase X. Bridently far a problem with single constraint 
which Is the eaaa for situation given i n the introduction , 
the solution i s obtained in the f i r s t phase* She exeunt of 
the computation increases i n higher phases for calculating 
a point from (7) * (8 ) . 
2 .4 . ISEBCffiR 30LimOH 
Baring obtained the non-integral solution X , now our 
problem i s to find a solution X* to the problem (1) through 
(4 ) . 10 use branch and bound method. 
Suppose X i s found in the Kth phase. Shen X l i e s en the 
inter section of X hyperplenes. l e ohooso a non-integer 
components, say X^  of X. fee mew problems ere formed, by 
putting i n problem (1) to (4) reapeetiTely X^ « [x^] and 
\ m l \ J * X * w b * r # [*fc] repreaemto the Integral part of 
X^. Sho procedure again* starts «Mfe phase 1 . In phase 1 , 
the solution en the j th hyperplaae with X^ - Lx ]^ i s girea by 
( 23 ) 
X^ - - • , 1 ^ h. . . . ( 1 7 ) 
*er phase K we solre th i s problem fey inserting In (7) the 
ralues of X* computed from 
°t 
V%r W " ^ "tor/ —: ; *»r ""(k) — (»> 
*w> * 
2.5. WJMBRICAL KXAMPLB 
Consider the problem 
Minimise Z • 2/x^ + l/x2 • 3/x- • l/x^ 
Subject to the restrictions 
x^ • 5»2 • *j • 3*4 jj 55 U) 
4*^  • 2x£ • Xj • x4 < 25 (U) 
t*^  • Sg + ax, • 3*4 J 30 (1U) 
x^tXg^XjtX^ 2 • and *»*•«•*•• 
( 24 ) 
She initial solution is giren by xj • 35, x£ « 30 , 
x* - 25, xj • 25. Jbw wo do too phase 1 computation. She 
largest difference ( bj - I «_ x? ) is attained for 
1 m (i) , so wo find x(i) < by using (10) ) 
£(i): (x1(i>5.594o, x2(i)-1.7wi4r ^ (iW.4204, x4(i)»2.2844) 
Shis point doos not satisfy the second constraint, thus 
i s . i s not an optimal non-integral solution. 10 take j * (11) 
and find x ( i i ) 
x ( i i ) ! ( x 1 ( U ) - 2.5544, x 2 ( U ) - 2.5351, x ^ i i ) • 6.2087, 
x 4 ( i i ) • 3.5847). 
Shis point doos not satisfy the f i r s t and third constaints. 
Wo then take J - ( i l l ) and find x ( i l i ) 
x ( i i l ) : ( x ^ i i i ) - 4.1776, X g d i i ) * 4.1776, ^ ( U i ) » 5.1171, 
x 4 ( i i i ) • 2.4121) 
Shis point enos not satisfy f i r s t sad seoend constraints. 
Wo now proceed to phase 2 computations, 
Sho sot J[1)t r J B j , oomslsts of the indleeo ( ( i ) , < i i ) , ( i l ; 
fixe corresponding s o t T x C * ^ , r € « l , i s | ( i l ) ; < i ) , < U i ) ; ( ± ) , ( i i 
m e t point to be oeaaidorod i s l ( a r 1 ) • s) • x { ( 1 ) , ( i i ) \ . i . e . 
( 25 ) 
the point of contact of the objeotive surface with tho 
intersection of first and second hyper planes. Qie values 
of X, and Xg satisfying (8) are evaluated by minimising 
2
 \ * / . 2 1 2 by the method of 
steepest descent, We obtain X^ - .0498 and Xg " .02X8. 
Substituting these values of X^ and Xg in (7) we got the points. 
x : (^ - 3.8207, x2 • 1.8486 , Xj « 3.6843, x4 - 2.4168). 
Shis point sa t i s f i e s a l l the constraints and thus 
represents an optimal non-integral solution with objective 
value 2.2922. 
For obtaining an integer solution we construct new problems 
by inserting x, • fx«] and x« • [x,] • 1. 
For the solution at node 1 , for example, we set x. • 3 
and then solve the following now problem. 
Minimise Z « 2/3 • l / * 2 • V * j • 1 A 4 
Subject t o , 
Sbtg • 4*3 • 3x4 < 32 
**2 * x 3 * x 4 i 1 5 
x 2 + 2x5 • 3x4 < 24 
x„,x 3»x4 2 ° a n d integers. 
( 26 ) 
O I 2.-2.92-2. 
( OVT\v\*\_ <SOLOT»OH) 
ltWBOf 1 - & • • f*r tbt mawrioal exaBpl*. 
( 27 ) 
We get the solution in phase 1 (by using (17) ) oa 
1st hyperplane : 
x 2 » 1.9256, Xj » 7287, xA * 2.4859 sad Z • 2.392* 
Similarly, wo find a l l ths solution* at different nodes. 
a tree diagram for the branch and bound procedare i s shewn l a 
figure 1. An optimal solution of the problem i s attained at 
node 6 with 
Xj^  « 3 , x 2 « 2, x 5 - 4, xA • 2 
and the Talus of the ebjectire function Z = 2.4166. 
CHAPTER 3 
MDLHTARIATE SdATIPIED SAMPLIUO WITH 
FIXED COST 
5.X* IMRODUOTION 
III chapter two the problem of allocating the sampling 
uniti* to different strata so as to attain the desired precisions 
for a l l characters with minimum cost i s stated as convex 
programing problem with linear constraints* In multirariate 
surreys where cost i s f ixed , one would try to maximise the 
precision for the estinates of various characters. However, 
an al location optimum for one character may produoe unhappy 
resu l t s for the others* A unique objective function can be 
defined when a precise weight i s known for each character i n 
the surrey ( B. Roy (1971) ) • In the absence of such a priori 
knowledge of weights one can not define a unique objective 
function and a compromise solution I s t o be obtained. For 
l inear programming with multiple objectives Bensyeun et al (1971) 
hare developed a method for obtaining a compromise solution 
i n the absence of euoh a priori knowledge of the re lat ive 
weights. Ihe same procedure has boon generalised here for our 
problem i n which the objective functions are convex, 
3 .2 . SxAtttBW OF TfflE PROBLBM 
Consider a survey i n which one has to study P characters 
on each individual and the population i s partitioned into L 
( 29 ) 
different strata. Bxe strata boundaries are fixed in advance 
and the samples are ehoosen independently in the different 
strata and without replacement* Die sampling variance of an 
unbiased estimate of the mean of the jth character is 
& m i — - • ! , j « l I M „ p ; ...(1) 
where m** are known constants , n^ are sample numbers and S 
doss not depend upon n-. Let the cost of enumerating a unit 
in the ith stratum be o^. The allocation problem may be 
stated as to minimise 
L 
subject to tlie conditions 
L 
i « l 
and 1 < ^ < I 4 ( i « l , . . . , S ) . . . ( 4 ) 
where I , i s the s l se of the i t h stratum* 
3 . 3 . aOLtmol PR0C1BBRB 
Irom (10) of chapter two i t follows that lbs solution 
of the problem i n which we minimise (2) subject to (3) for 
( 30 ) 
j - r i» 
4, • f °i
Bi7« 
«
 # i « l t . . . t L ,..(5) 
If n| exceed the limits in (4) , then these a|' ere fixed 
at the corresponding boundaries (e.g. quata sampling 
(Cochran (1963) ) and the problem (2) - (3) le solved a 
new. Let the values of 3* obtained by substituting from 
(5) in (2) be aj ( a**), J • 1,..., p. 
Define J^ • lis g£ ( n* )
 y k«l f...,p. 
3 
She set nj , i « 1,...# L , is best for jth character (since 
it minimises a.,) but nay not be so for the others. An ideal 
solution would hare been the one at which 
Sfc- ft£ < n ) for all k « 1,..., p. 
However, such a solution i s most llfcely net feasible. A beet 
compromise i s to bo obtained by finding a feasible point at 
a mlnimax dietanoe to the ideal solution. 
Skis i s equivalent to solve the following oenvex programming 
premie* : 
( 31 ) 
Minind.se u 
subject to. 
l-l 
L 
E «t^i o ...(6) 
1
 i *1 i *1 (i-lt...»i) 
Substitution of n^ • — , i-1,..., L and u • jTj^ 
transfers the problem in (ej te 
• iniaise y ^ (1) 
subject to, 
i °i / yi i • ( m ) 
1 
. . . ( 7 ) 
She rtatit y ^ i s obviously 2 •• Ivr Jlt*l " • • **• P^int* 
in the region V defined by 
* •«< *« * s* • a - i f . . « p . . . ( •> 
•ij # i * wj 
( 32 ) 
do net sat isfy 7 ( i i i ) . Hot© that the increases or doorcases 
i n Jj^-y amount to displacements in too linear constraints 
oet 7 ( i i ) . We displace the feasible region • ? • , defined by 
the changes in Jj^% » such that this region just touches 
the feasible region R defined by the non-linear constraints 
7(iii). X* {*-
This i s achieved by solving the following convex 
programing problem 
Min 4» • £ o i / y± ( i ) 
s . t . E s i 3 Jx < s j + j£l , J**l, . . . ,p ( i i ) . . . ( 9 ) 
1 
and < y4 < 1 , i « l „ , . , i ( i i i ) 
Hi 
where yi~£ i s some constant. 
»ie solution to the problem i n 9 ( i ) , ( i i ) i s obtained 
by following -die prooedure i n chapter tea. I f th is solution 
ro i la tes some of the restrict ions on y^'s i n 9(111), then 
these y1*s are fixed at the corresponding boundaries and the 
problem i n 9( i ) and ( i i ) i s solved afresh. 
I f the min * - •^ 1 ) , say, sa t i s f i e s t*1* f e , then 
i t i s clear that a feasible solution of the problem i n (7) 
( 33 ) 
l a not attained for this Talus of ^irH* ** i 8 o u r a*Jt *• 
determine the value of y I r f l so that | $0 •* c | < e , where € 
i s a giTea small number, lb t h i s end we choose a suitable 
number 6*1' which i s > e or < o according as $£X' - c i s 
> o or < o . We take yj££ * yj£^ + 6 and solre the problem 
i n (9) with y£j£ replaced by y£*£ . Oils process i s continued 
with r^l - T^xX ) • 6 1 - X • **•*« « ( 1 ) " 26^ i"1 ) , unti l at 
some step , say rth , the sign of $ - c changes for tbe 
Cr) «< r"X ) 
f i r s t time. Then for r+Ist step we take 6X ' • --••--- and 
2 
yL+lX* " yM. + °^* At further steps, say.rth, ©<T*« $ 
if 4 - c has changed the sign at (v-l)th step and 
Ar)
 m . (v«l) y2 otherwise. The solution is obtained when 
J* - c | < e for some value of y^^. 
3.4. FIBBING- AH INTEGER SOLUTION 
If the solution of the problem in (?) yields integral 
1 
&£ where n^ * -_- , 1 * 1,...» L « then this is also an 
integer optimal solution. Otherwise , the following heuristic 
approach Is applied for rounding the mines of a-. 
(i) Jrrange o^, i • lt...t I* » "neb. that 
( 34 ) 
°(1) - °2 - ••* • C(L)* D e n o * e *Jie correaponding 
n^ by » / J A , i " ! » . . . » !»• 
(II) Fbr rounding B / ^ , k « 1 , 1 , . . . p L-l , we compute 
J k ) k-1 
! t i ' • ! j * x CU> a ( D + e (k) »n(k)l 
L 
• L n. - o I 
i*k+l x 
and 
^ (k) K-l 
1
 2 ! " ' i«i c<*> E<*>+ c(k){ln(k)KM 
L 
i«k*l W x 
Fix n ^ - | n ( k ) | I f K ^ k ) j < \±M | , and 
A*) . ( k ) 
n k - | n ( k ) | + l i f | t x | > l^g | 
Oils I s equivalent to branching from the node 
corresponding to which { £ c. n--e j la mlniaum. 
( III ) Step (11) la repeated for k « l f # . % , l - i . 
- <*> Ibr k - L, i f X
 2 < o then we ahould f ixe 
S,.- j ^ | eTanlf K<Ji I < | - t | L ) | . fti. 
L 
la dona far aalntalaing ^2, «QV •* < *• 
» " (n^ ? ttg,..., nL) la eoaprealae. Integer 
solution to oar problem. 
CHAPTER 4 
CUTTING SHE SHEETS OF VARYING SIZES IHTO 
THE PIECES OF SPECIFIED SIZES 
4 . 1 . IKERQDUCHO]* 
Consider m sheets of metal or cloth of else a ft-L»...9|^B. 
Useful s izes of out pleoes ere s^ > «2 > . . . > sA . A out 
pieee of s ise a. i s sold for Re a*. Suppose that Hie minimum 
number required of the cut pieeea of s i se s. i s d.. i t i s 
required to out the sheets into pieces such that the requirements 
are fu l f i l l ed and total return i s maximised, then m i s equal to 1 
and there are no requirements the problem i s that of finding 
the non-negatlre integers x. which minimise £ c. x . subject 
t o £ x , B4 < » . 
Shis i s a Knapsack problem and may be solved by the 
exis t ing methods discussed i n Salkin (1975). then m ) 2 the 
problem may be stated as follows I 
Let XJJ be the number of pieces of s i se s- which are 
out from the i t h shoot. We find the noa-negative integers 
x ± j which marl wise 
1*1 J»l 
suoh that 
'
 c i 'M 
( 36 ) 
£ a. x ^ < a^ , i • 1»... 
A X« * S ' 3 m Xf • • •» n. 
She parameter* of the parables may be arranged in the 
following tabular form. 
*11' 
"A' 
c. 
*1* 
•Sua 
^pp^y 
Demand *i 
We ca l l the problem to bo balanced i f Z a. « Z d4a4 ; 
i-1 1 K n 
otherwise we eall it unbalanced. 
4.2. AOLUTIOR FOR THE BALANCED CASK 
In this case we write the problea as fellewa ! 
Maximise £ Z o. x«4 i 3 3 13 ...(1) 
( 37 ) 
ao that Z B. x«^ • a^, i - l t . . . , m . . . ( 2 ) 
I x 1 3 « d^, J » l , . . . t a . . . ( 3 ) 
and x,. non-negative integers. . . . ( 4 ) 
Bete that the value of the objective function i s 
fhis value i s fixed for each set of feasible x^. , i » l f . . . 
3 * l » . . . f n. So in the balanced ease any feasible solution 
i s also an optimal solution. In the following we describe a 
procedure for obtaining a feasible solution. 
Let us arrange the parameters of the problem (1) - (4) 
as « ^ t < a 2 i • • " i a » , 8 l - s 2 - • • • - sn* ** f i n d tto* 
solutions to the equations in (2) by turn for i • 1 , . . . , m9 
which also satisfy (3) to (4 ) . The solution to the equations 
i n (2) are sought through lexicographic ordering. ( A l e x i -
cographic ordering e f a set of solutions i s an ordering of 
the solutions according the f i r s t components
 c and* i f 
there i s a t i e , then according to the second components, 
and so on, the solution with the larger component being 
considered larger). The f i r s t lexicographic •eoters wrm 
( 38 ) 
taken to be the solutions. Note that the f i r s t lexicographic 
rectors may not maximise the corresponding objective functions, 
but as stated a feasible solution wi l l carve our purpose and 
we need not proceed beyond the f i r s t lexicographic solution. 
For i • )c, k • 1 , 2 , . . . , m , we find the non-negative 
integers *vjt 3 " !»•••» af e . t . 
k-1 
We assume for the present that the Integers ex is t which 
sat i s fy (5) - (6 ) . Oie following procedure (Saaty (1970)) nay 
be used for finding the f i r s t lexicographic solutions 
\ X j ^ # • . • » Xjpp) , k » 1 » • • . » • , 
Step 1 : Allocate the maximum possible to the l e f t most c e l l , 
k-1 
•ay* j t h , for which £ x±<| < t i # 
Step 2 : Allooate the mini mum possible of the remainder to 
k-1 
the c e l l next to too Jth t say j ' t h , ouch that I xA4« < d 4 . . 
1-1 ** ' 
Shis process I s eonttflned for the otter co l l s in the kth 
row until a slack loos than s„ i s l e f t . 
n 
( 39 ) 
Step 3 : If the slack , say p-, is not sero than the positive 
allocation of the right most cell, say t-th , is reduced by «t 
and s^ • p« is now distributed as in step 1 and 2 in the cells 
other than the t-th. If a slack , say pg, i s s*111 l e f t *hen 
reduce the allocation of the t-th cell by 2s^ and 2s^ + p2 
is new similarly attempted to be distributed and so on. 
The continuation of the process in step 3 will yield a 
solution , if one exists , Shis is because the solution of the 
ith row, which is first lexicographic, gives more freedom for 
the solution of the i + 1st row as compared to the freedom 
given by any ether solution. Shis may be understood by 
considering the example given in the following tables 
8J 
1 
2 
3 
V* 
10 7 5 3 2 
7 5 
10 3 2 
20 3 2 
30 7 5 6 4 
• 
*i 
12 
15 
25 
52 
Bt 
1 
2 
3 
'I*J 
10 
10 
10 
10 
30 
7 5 3 
5 
7 6 
7 5 6 
2 
2 
2 
4 
ai 
12 
15 
25 
52 
She solution in the first row Solutions in various rows 
is chosen at random. are 1st lexicographic. 
A solution (other than the first lexlcographic) to the first 
row is ( 0,7,5,0,0). Ihe first lexicographic solution la 
( 40 ) 
(10,0,0,0,2). When we consider the first lexicographic 
solution in the first row the 7 and 5 of the given solution 
now get their places in third and second rows respectively. 
Mote that the solution for 1 « k may not maximise 
n 
£ c4 **-«• * ° r tin* Maximum one should go through the other 
J»l * ** 
solutions in lexicographic ordering. However, as stated above, 
a feasible solution suffices for the balanced case, thus we may 
use the f i r s t lexicographic solutions, 
4 . 3 . TTCBJLULSCBD CASK 
Let l a ^ - Z S . d « A > o . . . ( 7 ) 
i ^ j 3 3 
The problem here i s to distribute the remaining supply A 
amongst the Tar ions requirements such that a maximum return 
i s obtained. This may be accomplished by solving the following 
Knapsack type problem. 
find non-negative integers y . which 
Maximise £ ^ y^ . . . ( 8 ) 
subject te S «j Tj i A. . . • ( 9 ) 
Let the solution be y? and E s. y* » A. Shen replace 
( 41 ) 
the requirements d. in the original problem by d- + s^  jf. 
She problem now becomes balanced. Its solution may be found 
by the procedure in £4.2, if one exists. When the solution y* 
of the Knapsack problem (9) is such that £ B. y* < A , we 
still replace d. by d. + s. jt and so Ire the problem as for 
the balanced case. In this case, however, the solution to 
the problem in (6) - (8) may not exist for some k. Ihen for 
such k's we try to maximise the return. Shis may be accomplished 
by finding non-negatiTe integers x ^ 9 J • l,...,n, which maximise 
n 
k-1 
This is again a Knapsack type problem with upper bounds 
en Xjjj. 
4.4. SOLUTIOI OF KltPSaCK PROHLSM WISH UPPER BOUJTDS 
Without the upper bounds the procedure is as fellows 
(samtjr (1970)) : 
n 
The problem Is that of maximising £ e4 x. ...(11) 
J»l * * 
subject to I a. x. < b, x. 2 ° a n d integers, 
w 
( 42 ) 
where the variables ere arranged so that e^/a^ > «2^a2 2 ••• 2 
c i / a n* The f i r s ' k l«xloographic solution Is 
* i 
i - 1 -i 
f i^lf*..*!! . , . ( 1 2 ) 
where |x] denotes the Integer part of x. 
An optimal solution can he obtained by enumerating all 
the feasible solutions in lexicographic ordering. A lumber 
of feasible solutions are eliminated from the enumeration 
process as follows J 
Let the kth feasible solution enumerated in the procedure 
be x^..., x* , such that x0 > o and xjj^ • ... « x* - o. 
Define a vector y* which coincides with x , except that 
y* • x 8 - 1 > o. Compute 
v n k
 e
**l » v 
-
 a 
Bow l e t x yield the maximum Talus of £ •« x4 among 
a l l the solutions which oome on or before Xs in the ordering. 
Then i f gk < ex
 t x**
1
 « yk Is taken to be the next rector 
for enumeration. If ** < ox , then m*1* i» taken to be the 
( 43 ) 
next lexicographic rector. 
Bow consider the problem in (11) together with the 
upper bounds on x. ; 
x3 i °j » 3 « *••••# »• ...(14) 
The largest lexlcographic solution is obtained as 
, 3-1,...,» ...(15) 
At k + 1st step if gk < ex , we take In case 
g* > ex , the solution next to x is obtained by decreasing 
k k the last positive component of x
 ( say x. , by unity and 
V 
then increasing x^, as much as possible such that it remains 
< w 
4.5. BuHERIOAL EXAMPLE 
Let us have 5 sheets of slses 65, 82, 93, 108 and 185. 
Bie useful sises are four : 18, 8, 5, 2 with the respective 
oeststo the pieces as 46, 20, 10 and 1 and with the respective 
minimum requirements lor the pieces as B , 7, 25 mat 66. 
( 44 ) 
Let as arrange the data In tabular form 
°J 
• > 
41 
8laJ 
46 
18 
8 
144 
20 
8 
7 
56 
10 
5 
25 
125 
1 
2 
66 
132 
a i 
63 
82 
93 
108 
185 
531 
457 
« « • * «i - X -J4, " 531 - 457 - 74 . .o that th. 
problem is unbiased. We solve toe following Knapsack problem 
for balancing the sain problem. 
Maximize 46x^ + 20*2 + I0x_ • x^ 
svbjeet to 18*^ • 8ac2 • Stj • 2x^ < 74 
x i > • «Ad integers. 
3he following table l i s t s the varlsns 
for finding the optimal selntien : 
atad 
( 45 ) 
( •r ia l No. 
1 
• 2 
3 
* 4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
• 9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
*17 
*8 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
(k) x k 
4 0 0 1 
3 2 0 2 
3 2 0 1 
3 1 2 1 
3 1 2 0 
3 1 1 0 
3 1 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
2 4 0 3 
2 4 0 2 
2 4 0 1 
2 4 0 0 
2 3 0 0 
2 2 0 0 
2 1 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
1 7 0 0 
1 6 0 0 
1 5 0 0 
1 4 0 0 
1 3 0 0 
1 2 9 0 
1 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
7 * 
4 0 0 0 
5 2 0 1 
3 2 0 0 
3 1 2 0 
3 1 1 0 
3 1 0 0 
3 C 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
2 4 0 2 
2 4 0 1 
2 4 0 0 
2 3 0 0 
2 2 0 0 
2 1 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
1 6 0 0 
1 5 0 0 
1 4 0 0 
1 3 0 0 
1 2 0 0 
1 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
« • 
185 
«•» 
• 
•» 
-
-
-
e» 
«m 
w» 
• 
-
-
-
-
«*• 
186 
-
• 
-
-
• 
-
-
« " 
188 
183 
186 
182 
171 
164 
178 
187 
178 
183 
184 
180 
176 
172 
168 
186 
182 
178 
174 
170 
166 
162 
158 
185 
Starred rectors ere the aext lexicographic eelutlaea since 
for the preceding Teeters we hare gk > ex. 
( 46 ) 
Bui optimal solution for the Knapsack problem is 
x « (1,7,0,0). How wo add this solution to the minimum 
requirements for the pieces and thus the problem turns 
balanced. The balanced problem and a feasible (and hence 
optimal) solution is presented in the following table : 
o, 46 20 10 1 
1
 'i 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
4 i 
•J 4 J 
18 8 5 2 
1 5 1 
4 1 1 
4 2 1 
6 12 
11 65 
9 14 25 66 
162 112 125 132 
a i 
63 
82 
93 
108 
185 
531 
She distribution i n various roars are made by the prooedure 
giren i n £ 4.2 for eolring the problem i n (5) - (6 ) , 
CHAPTER 5 
PROBLEM OP OUTTIHG THE SHEETS WITH 
UUCERTAIK DSMAHD 
5 . 1 . IHTRODWmOJT 
Consider n sheets (e.g. metallic, textile er paper) of 
equal width and of lengths a^f fl^,..., a^. These sheets are 
required to he eat into the pieces of length s^  > s2 >••• > Sj 
She demand d. for the number of pleees of length a. is 
uncertain ; but its probability distribution *j(dj) is known. 
She gain per piece from the piedes of length B. is c.. We 
seek to find a cutting pattern that will maximise the gain 
and the demands are met, the problem of putting the sheets 
or rolls into standard length is formulated and sol Ted as 
the Knapsack problem in SLlmore and Gomory, ((1961), (1963) )• 
Here we treat the problem where on each standard length there 
is an uncertain demand with known discrete probability distri-
bution. This is a linear programming problem with uncertain 
demands. Per its solution we giro it a two stage formulation 
(madansky (1962) ). 
5.2 . A TwO STAOE VBK 
Let us denote by x ^ the number of pieees of also s . 
taken from the i t h sheet, the to ta l supply of the pieees of 
• 
s ine s . w i l l be £ x4<l » x4 , say. 
3 1-1 x* 3 
( 48 ) 
Lot an under supply of a piece ©f else a. incur* a 
less of t. (e.g. It is purchased from the local market 
and supplied to the customer on loss.) 
Define 
* o for d. < x. 
V W " { ... u> 
She expeoted penalty eost iron the diserepeaoles 1B the 
pieces of slse s. Is then. 
W * J { VW>- I (VWJ - <2> 
The problem nay now bo stated as 
subjeot to, 
A 
* *13 "3 i V *•*»•••• * • ** CO 
\ x13 " dj » *"!•...t»» ... (5) 
( 49 ) 
Cj^  l n t e p r s > 0 . . . (6) 
Here x*j are the f i r s t stage variables. Basse ere 
to be determined before the demand d. i s actually known. 
At the second stage we do not hare to solve an 
optimisation problem, since the eecond stage variables 
are uniquely determined for each x.f when &* are observed. 
This fact Is exploited in the solution procedure of the 
problem. 
5 .5 . SOLUTI0H PROCBSURB 
Bote that for each } the only possible values of d, are 
Integers. Let these values be o » l , . . . , <L, She expected 
penalty cost from the under supply I s then 
I^(Xj) - Z ^ < « | ^ ) * t t j ) . . . (7) 
Let us determine IuOO for J * 1» . . .» a* Vs e l se find 
LJ^XP ~ *j(x4+l) f o r e a c h t where x . ranges from • to I . . 
L. (x . ) - I^CxvH) are the incremental values. Observe that 
the sum of the incremental values starting from Xj * eL—» 1 
( 50 ) 
and going upto x\ equals Z»j(x! ) . 
I t i s clear from (7) that L^(x.) i s a decreasing function 
©* x . . We say also prove that ^ j C O i» OOKIU, 81AM I . are 
Integers , i t i s suffioient to chew ( Wagner (1969), p 672 ) 
that 
i.e. 
•
r
 f4 > • 
whloh i s true. Bins 
being a convex linear combination of L j ( d j" x j ) i 8 a l B O convex* 
irem the fact that l u C O *• decreasing and convex . 
i t fol lows that the incremental valaes lAxA-L^ix.+l) 
are decreaelng. 
a 
3fes MaTlwai possible demand that may eoeex i e S U« •« . 
- _ * * ^ * 
d* •„ is greater than the We Bay assume that S . s.
total availability £ a,. Let 
i-i ^ 
( 51 ) 
XL <m 
£ d« 04 - Z a* • a a . . . <8) 
J«X 3 3 *»1 ^ • " 
?or each piece taken from the alack there ie a penalty 
associated with I t . Iiet as chooee the pieces from the 
slack such that the penalty i s minimised. This i s the 
same thing as to minimis* 
2 *« (y4) . . . (9) 
A 
subject to , £ y4 ** m * 
where y . ( non-negatiwe integer ) i s the number of pieces 
of »is* e4 taken from the slack. 
n 
The fact that £ L4(y4) i s convex and decreasing may 
be exploited to apply a technique for the Knapsack problem 
(9aa*r (197© )> for eolTiag the problem In (9 ) . 
l e t us pat the problem i n tfrt form 
a - *i 
Max - £ M v £ a£ > •••(*) 
J-X * * b-o * 
subject to* X ^ y? »i - «W •••<•> . . . ( 1 0 ) 
ana y* - e #r 1 . . . < • ) 
( 52 ) 
where £ y j - y^ • 
k B -
The total lumber of Yarlablos y j la n X £ (dj+l)« BT, 
J»l * 
say. 10 arrange tho Tariables y j 'to tho descending walnes of 
* fV*J ~JL *5*~ V*J * IL ** } J -The problem (10) may now be solved by enumerating the 
solution rectors in lexicographic ordering of the Knapsack 
problem with constraints 10(b)* 10(o) and the linear objective 
function in which the cost coefficient of y j i s 
• j V*J *B) ~ V *$ " (B*X^ I * 
Bote that the optimal solution* the sun of tho oosts associated 
with allocating a^ (unfilled daaand) to tho ploeos of siso s* 
w i l l equal tho Taluo of ^ ( 1 ^ - X? y* ) . 
Lot tho optimal distribution of slack amongst rarious 
s l s e s so F^ , J - !» • •»• n, Arts* distributing tho slack i n 
t h i s way wo subtract f. from <L ant than SOITO tho following 
problem : 
Maslmiso E I a. z t 4 i j 3 « 
( 53 ) 
subject t o , £ • , x . . » » , 1 - 1 , . . . , * 
J«X 3 *• * 
a - » 
XJJ integer* 2 * 
Otis Is tli© deterministic problem of cutting the pieoes 
and can be solved by the method given i n (3hapter 4. 
5.4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
Consider the problem with the following data : 
m - 3 
n * 4 
o - (23, 12, 6, 2) 
s - (20, 12, 7, 3) 
* * (40, 30, 39) 
where o, s and a are rectors ( i . e . § » (a^» ag, a^) ) . me 
demands d^, *2» 4 3 wa& d4 a r * unoertain with their probability 
distributions as 
1 
P < d^ « 1 ) - . . . - P(d1 • 5) • -
( 54 ) 
P(d2-2) » F<d2-3) - \ • PU2«4> - | 
PU3-4) - P(d3-5) - P(dy6) * -
and 
P(44-X) P(d4-2) -
2 •« 4.. — i S~ 11 47 
Let the losses from. under supply be f,« 2, f2 - f, • f. *1, 
$jr using (7) we find luC**) and then L.(x.+1) for all 
3 * 1,...» a. We write the Yalues la the following tabular 
form 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
X J _ 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
€ 
* ! < * ! > 
3 f l 
2 ^ 
6/5 fx 
3/5 \ 
t 3/5 
• 
• 
W - V V 1 ) 
*1 
4/5 fx 
3/5 \ 
*/*h 
t 1/5 
• 
• 
* 2 < * 2 ) 
13/4 f2 
9/4 f2 
5/4 f2 
V2 *2 
• 
I i 2 (x 2 ) -L 2 (x 2 ^l) 
f 2 
f 2 
3/4 f2 
1/2 f
 a 
• 
( 55 ) 
I 
X 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1 ** 1 
0 
X 
2 
3 
4 
5 
* 
¥*»> | 
" 5 
*3/J 
• 
ijdjj-i^Xj+i) 
'3 
*3 
f3 
« / 3 
V»4> 
V 2 * 4 
V 2 f 4 
0 
*4(x4)«L4(x4*l) 
f 4 
l / 2 * 4 
• 
How we solve the Jpoblem : 
KLainlse t M d 4 - £ y* ) 
•a 
d 
to , 2 S 3fJ l . • subject 
and t • or X* 
me penalty functions are arranged l a aaeendlng order 
of Magnitude fro» l e f t to r ight , ft* alleoatlone i n the 
following table for eelYlng the problem are done by aalng 
the rules for ordinary Ihapeacrtr problen diacussed i n 
Chapter 4 . 
< 56 ) 
•l 
;c*Jir~ • 
*3/3 
7 
7 
tl/5 
20 
20 
*4/2 
5 
3 
f2/2 
12 
2/3*5 
7 
7 
5 / « 2 
12 
2 / 5 ^ 
20 
*4 
3 
3 
*5 
7 
7 
*J 
7 
f 3 
7 
*3 
7 
s. 
8J 12 
fc2 
12 
3 / 5 ^ 
20 
W H M M M M 
4/5 % 
20 20 
JA ^ 
47 
The solution i s y» • 4 o 3 i. 
Now the solution to the ful problem can DO obtained as 
shown in the following table : 
°1 
"i 
•lack 
OJOWUSA 
23 
1 ..... 
A 20 
i Vin i l l i, 
1 
2 
2 
9 
12 
12 
9 
1 
4 
6 
7 
3 
2 
c 
2 
3 
2 
1 
Supply 
4t 
" 45 ' 
90 
99 
CHAP2ER 6 
IHTEOiR QDAUULTIO PROORAMMUa 
6 . 1 . IinSOIXJCTIOH 
She general integer non-linear programing problem 
(IHLP) i s 
Maximise z • f (x) 
subject t o . g ^ x ) < » i t i « 1 , . . , , n . . . ( 1 ) 
j > | and integer. 
Kunai and Oettli (1965) are the f i r s t to describe a cutting 
plane algorithm for solving problems in which f (x) i s quadratic 
and the constraints g^(x) are l inear, Haurd (1970) extends the 
method of centers giren i n Haurd (1967) to develop a (rotting 
plane algorithm for binary IHLPs. A generalisation of the 
additive algorithm for ILPo of Balas (1967) to the ease 
where both f(x) and the constrainte are quadratic has been 
giren by 7. G&nsburgh and tan Footers*** (1969). She Qoaory 
type onts for mixed intogor qnadratio programs ore introduced 
by Agrsiral (1974). 
Some • SM»oration pr*oed«res for IILP are dlsoussed i n 
Oarfinkol and Bemhaase? (1972), Agrawal (1974) «**s a branoh 
( 58 ) 
and bound technique far solving Integer quadratic programs. 
In b i s approach the branching i s done by using tbm Land and 
Boig's rule and the created subproblems are solved by Seal's 
method. Here we consider a variation of Agrawal's approach In 
which the branching I s made by introducing the Inequality 
constraint* and the created subproblems are solved by using 
the Wolf's procedure for solving the quadratic programs 
(Hadley (1964) ) . 9io equivalent programs to bo solved with 
some modification of the simplex technique are eas i ly derived 
for the created subproblems. 
6 .2 . AJULLTSIS 0? THE PR0CKBZR1 
Let us consider the problem of finding x'» (x- , , . . f x a ) 
that 
Maximise f (x) « c«x • x» Ifc ( i ) 
subject t o , ax < b ( i i ) 
I f * ( i i i ) 
where A i s m X n , and x , integers, J * lM .»»m <iv) 
to assume that the matrix D megativo semi doff si to and 
symmetric. A problem equivalent to -mot 40*0*0*1* urogram 
2(1) te 2(111) i s to find 
( 59 ) 
( 5 t Z » ! » ! ) > ! W 
that sat is fy 
21^ - A«* • If • ~ g ( i i ) 
. . . ( 3 ) 
I t i s known that the solution of the linear program 3 ( i ) - 3 ( i i i ) 
( i . e . finding a basic feasible solution) by the simplex tecbnieee 
with the basis entry restricted by §(iv) also selves the quadratic 
program 2(1) to 2(111). I f a l l the components of x are also 
integers* then the solution to the problem 2(1) to 2 ( iv ) 
i s obtained. low consider the oase where a l l the component* of 
x are not integers. Let fractional component be x« whose value 
i s x° and l e t [x? ] * a. She two new subprobleos to be solved 
are created by adding in (2) respectively the constraints 
«j J * . . . ( 4 ) 
and x^ > | f 1 - q \ .**?. , . .<$) 
fhe oondition x. ^  a Is equivalent to 
.*« - * • x^ > • ...(6) 
the equivalent Eahn*9eeker conditions for Hie problesi 
( 60 ) 
2(1) - 2(111) twfethar with (6) ara 
( I 1 g » i t ft; Z t (*> 
2Qc - *«* • If - - £ ( U ) 
. . . ( 7 ) 
41 • xi • * (ui) 
B'F* •• 5* i * • ^iv) 
where the components af J are ttw earn* as that of at except 
that x . - * - x . and f i s a unit matrix with the Jth diagonal 
It of 
element replaced toy -1, ( Bine© — * - ~ — . . ). 
dx4 dx. 
Similarly the condition x, > q Is equivalent to 
*j * *j - * 2 ^ . . .ox 
Jbe equivalent Xaaa»tBft*xr oanditlena fox lbs pre a les 
2(1) - 2(111) together with (8) are 
I »It I* ft 2 • (i) 
* % - *'* • If • - £ (ii) 
4 + % - k (ui) " ' ^ 
S ' l - o , | » f - • ( I T ) 
( 61 ) 
&»w the two subprebiem (l) and (9) are solved by the simplex 
method using the restricted entry into the basis according 
t© ( i T ) . 
Ham upper bounds 021 the solutions are obtained using the 
Latin1 s appro aoh. The conditions for the convergence of the 
procedure are the sane as those for the Wolfe procedure. 
6 .3 . HUMHUOAL EXAMPLE 
We oonsider the same example , as given by Agrawal (1974). 
Maximise Z « - 2x| ^ ^ ^ - 2 x | + ta^ - 6 
subject to , x^ + Xg < 2 
x^ > o , x g 2 ©» 
x^ and x 2 integers. 
file non-integral solution obtained by applying the 
a r t i f i c i a l basis technique to the transformed problem 
i n (5) i s 
Xj^  - 3/2 , x 2 - 1/2 t * • 1 and » « - 1 / 2 . 
The two subpreblems are oreated by taking x- < 1 
and x- > 2. the equivalent Kuhn-Tucker conditions as 
( 62 ) 
g iven i n (7) ore 
•4*^ * 2* 2 • u + s^ » 2 
. 2 ^ - 4ac2 - a • «« • - 2 
(11) 
2
 . . .do) 
- 3 ^ + x 2 • y « 1 (111) 
uy » © , i j ^ * •» x2»2 * • ( i T* 
where 3L« 1 - x - . 
A so lut ion to (10) I s 
1 
^ « o , x 2 » - , « 1 » 3 f y » 2 . 
Similarly we enumerate the other solutions of the created 
subproblems. The various iterations oan be shown In the 
following diagram t 
( 63 ) 
Z • ~2 
* 2 * • 
Z • - 2 
atj* 1 
x 2 * X 
tbt 9Pota«B ha» thra« •o&mtlon* obtained en the nedes 
(2) f (3) aad (4) . 
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